
Naturally, I won't be using these thick ports, the wires will be stripped and connected directly to the boards. This is just for
illustration.

Removed the reset button as it is a little high and in the wrong place, I will add a slimmer button to act as reset later.
Underside of board - desolder the four connectors. Three of the contacts (top left and right, bottom left) are all connected
together, when you press the reset button it makes the contact on the bottom right connect to the others.

Desoldered.



Top of board, switch removed:

The 2200uf capacitor was replaced with a 1000uf capacitor as it should be ample and is also much smaller and slimmer than
the other one. It is important to test the system is all ok, after all, the capacitor is different, the reset button removed, the
controller input was relocated; and also I had to trim off some of the grounding strips on the top and side of the board for
the SNES mobo to fit in the case ok. If you look at the top pic, for example, there are two sets of holes, I trimmed the board
down to just above the bottom row. Always check the underside of a board before doing this to ensure the underside doesn't
have any traces, or in the case of the SNES mobo, slight raised areas as the traces are covered by silk-screening.

The battery pack is only temporary, the system will be using Li-ion cells of course, this is just for testing. In the same vain,
the old controller port was used to test the controller was working ok, that unslightly plug will be removed and its wires
directly connected in place soon.



The video and audio plug (left side) will be removed soon too. The default video is only composite, which looks ok on the
PSone screen but suffers the usual problems with composite - some colour bleeding, red and blue too strong, not crisp
picture in comparison to RGB.

As you see from below, the PAL SNES can use RGB, as can a PAL GameCube. I am hoping, and expecting, this original
SNES board to be the old version (must be) so it will use RGB.

Pinout and notes:

It is hard to desolder the pins on the back of the video plug as the solder doesn't want to suck up, so instead, cut through the
pins at a slight angle, so you don't hit the mobo, and also miss the capacitors on the board.



Then the plug should just lift off easily.

Then, as usual, trim off the excess from the pins, tin the contacts with a little solder so your wires will solder to the
connectors easier.

As usual, the helpful mobo tells you what you need to know, in this case, the pin numbers (as per diagram above)!

One extra thing, added a slim heatsink to the 7805 to remove the heat; the heatsink has a sticky back, however if it gets
knocked it will fall off, and also work itself loose, so I tied a piece of wool around two parts of the heatsink to secure it to
the 7805. Make sure the heatsink doesn't touch any other components so you don't get a short.



Any legs on the back of the mobo which stick out get cut down, so the mobo sits as low onto the perspex as it can.

Time to work on the controller a bit - broke off the two white edges on the plug, bent the wires back and forth until broke
off. The back of the controller is then flat.



Unhacked board:

Reduced it as much as I could, without having to do any extra wiring to join parts together.

As you see in the pic, the SNES mobo is connected to the controller input board, which is connected to the controller. The
boards are stuck in places by hot glue to keep them where they need to be.



Removing the connector from the SNES mobo (the original connector just lifts off BTW):

You could just desolder all the back pins if you like - this method relies on the fact you have a spare SNES and can use its
cart!



Then use a thicker screwdriver to release the base of the metal contacts from the plastic plug:



Then lift off the plastic holder:

Bend back the pins back and forward so they snap off.



Connect the pins to a new game connector port (or the original one if you desoldered it instead of destroying it as above!).

Done!



Relocating the game cart took about an hour.

Tidied up the wiring:




